
Conquer The Crisis
Ok, more like cultivate a healthier relationship with stress

 Let’s begin by defining our terms…
All things at home - your personal life

Rest - a state of inner peace, calm, support, and connected activity in the midst of…

Operational State - foundational, standard way of operating or functioning

Theme - what’s actually going on - the root of what keeps it going

Non-negotiables - happening no matter - because they’re essential and highly valuable

Hygiene Trio - healthy daily habits - targeted actions for mind, body, and soul

Nurture Menu - a list of options that demonstrate growing, connected care
*Ask yourself what brings you joy - what do you love, enjoy, and appreciate?
*Your answers get to shift over time - whatever makes sense for you
*Set a goal of how many hygiene trio items you’ll choose daily - keep it doable
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3 Steps to Conquer The Crisis - or more specifically, your relationship with stress
The questions are a guide - they’ll lead to more questions and specific answers

1. Recognize you have a CHOICE
What’s happening at home that makes you feel like yes, but?
As a spouse, parent, son, daughter, sibling, friend, neighbor…

 2. Identify the BELIEF that jacks with your CHOICE
What are specific thoughts, feelings, and actions drain you?  What fuels you?
MIND DUMP - List everything that drains and fuels you at home
Things that drain: Things that fuel:

3. CHOOSE Freely the state of being you actually desire - the one you’re created for
What are your daily non-negotiables? Does it include nurturing yourself?
Create your Nurture Menu with your specific Hygiene Trio - habits to care for your:
Mind:         Body:              Soul:

Remember to Nurture and Connect with WHY on Purpose 
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